Introduction
The strained SiGe is one of the most important techniques in post-scaling technology. It will be used in the next generation transistors to improve device performance, along with device scaling [1] . In nanodevices, the stress states in SiGe may be partially relaxed and become complicated, because the SiGe layer was processed into nanostructure. It was reported that electron back scattering pattern (EBSP) measurement is useful to evaluate the stress tensor in Si nanostructure with high spatial resolution [2] . Raman spectroscopy is also useful to evaluate anisotropic biaxial stress with high stress sensitivity [3] . In this study, we evaluated the anisotropic stress relaxation in mesa-shaped strained SiGe layers on Si substrate by EBSP. Moreover, the results were compared with those obtained by Raman spectroscopy, and finite element method (FEM).
Experiments
Strained SiGe on Si substrates were used as the samples with a 30-nm-thick Si 0.7 Ge 0.3 layer. The SiGe layer was formed by epitaxial growth on Si substrate. It was confirmed that the SiGe layer has no defects and is lattice-matched to the Si substrate, that was confirmed by X-ray diffraction. The several structures were fabricated on the Si substrate by electron beam lithography and reactive ion etching. Figure 1 shows the schematic of the sample structure, transmission electron microscopy (TEM) image. The coordinate system is also shown in Fig. 1 (x: [110], y: [-110 ], and z: [001]). We evaluated the quarter area of the rectangular pattern with the size of 5000 1000 nm 2 and the wide pattern with the width X of 100 m, as shown in Fig. 1(a) and (b) , respectively. The evaluated area and line were also shown in Fig. 1 .
The strain and stress tensors were evaluated by EBSP nondestructively. The acceleration voltage was 20 kV. The diffraction pattern was detected from surface to the depth of 30-50 nm. High-spatial resolution is expected because the EBSP detector is installed in a field-emission scanning electron microscope. Therefore, the beam spot size was approximately 20 60 nm 2 with sample tilted by 70˚, and, the spatial resolution was estimated to be less than 100 nm [2] . Additionally, Oil-immersion Raman spectroscopy was also performed. Nd:YAG laser (λ = 532 nm) was used as an excitation source. NA of oil-immersion lens was 1.4. Furthermore, FEM simulation was performed for a comparison. In the FEM simulation, mechanical properties were drawn from refs. 4, 5. It was assumed that all materials have perfect elasticity, in other words, all materials do not have yielding point and plasticity. Figure 2 shows the two-dimensional distributions of (a) σ xx and (b) σ xz stresses in the SiGe layer, obtained by EBSP. In Fig. 2 , the position of x = 0 and y = 0 corresponds to the corner of the rectangular pattern. At the edge parallel to the y direction, the σ xx stress was drastically relaxed, and the shear stress σ xz was concentrated at the edge. On the other hand, at the edge parallel to the x direction, the σ xx stress relaxation was rather week and the σ xz shear stress concentration was not confirmed unlike the case of the edge parallel to the y direction. Figure 3 shows the two-dimensional distributions of (a) σ xx and (b) σ xz stresses in the SiGe layer, calculated by FEM. The results of EBSP were good agreement with FEM calculations. As a result, it can be concluded that EBSP is useful for the tensor evaluation of anisotropic stress relaxation in SiGe nanostructures. Figure 4 shows the one-dimensional profiles of (a) σ xx , (b) σ yy , (c) σ zz , and (d) σ xz stresses in the SiGe layer of the wide pattern, obtained by EBSP, Raman, and FEM. In the Raman measurements, it is assumed that the σ yy stress was not relaxed whole of the evaluated area (so-called the uniaxial relaxation model) because we think the wide pattern complies with plane strain model. Figure 5 shows the Raman shifts as a function of the distance from the edge. The examples of the Raman spectra were also shown in the inset of Fig. 5 . It is confirmed by Raman, the relaxation of σ xx at the edge was approximately 32 percent. In the result of by EBSP, the relaxations of σ xx and σ yy were approximately 65 and 35 percent, respectively. In the calculation of FEM, σ xx stress was perfectly relaxed and σ yy stress relaxation was very small. Although there is a difference between each method, which is caused by the spatial resolution, the consistent relationship between EBSP, Raman, and FEM was found. Moreover, the σ zz and σ xz stresses of approximately 0.1 and 0.2 GPa were concentrated at the edge, confirmed by EBSP. As a result, -7 6 9 -E x t e n d e d A b s t r a c t s o f t h e 2 0 1 2 I n t e r n a t i o n a l C o n f e r e n c e o n   D -8 -3 the profiles of σ zz and σ xz stress were good agreement between EBSP and FEM. The σ xx , σ zz , and σ xz stress was drastically relaxed or concentrated in the range of distance from the edge to 200 nm. Thus, the stress relaxation is inevitable in less than 200 nm size nanostructure. Moreover, the stresses relaxation of mesa-shaped SiGe layer reproduced perfect elastic deformation assumed in FEM. EBSP is powerful method to evaluate stress tensor including shear stress components.
Results and Discussion

Conclusion
The anisotropic relaxation of stress tensors in mesashaped strained SiGe layers was evaluated by EBSP, Raman measurement, and FEM simulation. The σ xx stress was drastically relaxed and the σ zz and σ xz stress were concentrated at the edge. The range of stress relaxation or concentration is mostly 200 nm from edge. Thus, the stress relaxation is inevitable in SiGe nanostructure with less than 200 nm scale. Moreover, there is a good correlation between the results of EBSP, Raman spectroscopy, and FEM. Therefore, the stress relaxation in SiGe nanostructure reproduced elastic deformation assumed in FEM. EBSP is useful for the evaluation of stress tensor, and complementary method to Raman measurement. 
